32      LEARNING TO LIVE, AND TO LIVE WITH OTHERS
paint. A new interest developed and they asked if they might
work in the kitchen some day. The teachers said of course they
could, and they talked of when they might go to the laboratory.
The situation is reviewed by the teachers. Before the group met
again the teachers considered the purposes which home-living ex-
periences would have for the children at this time. Miss Harden
thought that the children needed help in assuming 'greater respon-
sibility for individual conduct, especially in the cafeteria. More
important was the need to learn more about foods, particularly
about how to select a satisfactory meal. She had noticed that
many of the children who eat in the cafeteria had little sequence
for eating their lunches—many eating their dessert first and leav-
ing most of their lunch on the tray. Children's comments and
visits to their homes had revealed that many were helping in car-
ing for the home—some of them from necessity. At school many
of the children's activities were centered in the outside world—the
war-maps showing where soldiers were stationed and transporta-
tion of many commodities. The children were also aware of the
national and home emphasis on food rationing. With this as a
background, the teachers decided to approach the study through
these interests of the children.
Previous experiences are the foundation for the new ones. The
teachers and the children gathered in a circle around the black-
board to get better acquainted and to make plans. The home-
making teacher was introduced again as one who is interested in
how people live together at school and at home. The children
were then encouraged to tell something of how they lived together
in their class. They told of their activities, and the theme of
sharing permeates the list, which reads as follows:
We have lunch together in the room at 10:45, and at noon.
We tiy to get along together; we work together on many things.
We woik by ourselves (i^., independently).
We i^eai together.
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together on the playground and in "gym."
by taltog in the circle conferences.
^^tl^--^^'^'   -l  -	-
Ead* o! as bongs things for the bulletin 'board.
together such as the textile and Red Cross

